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About us and the Newsletter

The Study Circle is a loose group of persons who are interested in the postal (and general)
history of the area known as Kárpátalja in Hungarian, as Podkarpatská Rus during the First
Czechoslovak Republic, which had a short day of independence as Carpatho Ukraine, and
later was integrated into the Ukrainian SSR in the Soviet Union as the ‘Zakarpatskaja Ob-
last’. Since 1991 it is the westernmost administrative district in the Ukraine.

The Newsletter came out of a meeting of a few collectors during the PRAHA 2008, its first
number appeared in November 2008. Since then it has been growing steadily. We aim to
produce between four and six numbers per year (if input allows) but do not promise regu-
lar publication intervals.

Change in distribution method

With the (much appreciated !) help of John Lechtanski we have found a public place where
we can store all issues of our Newsletter – at no cost which is even better than expected.
This issue is the first number which will be distributed the new way: Your editor has up-
loaded issue #006 and is then sending out (very small) e-mails to the 30+ interested per-
sons in the Study Circle with the URL where you can then download each issue:

http://www.docstoc.com/collection/128/The-Sub-Carpathian-Messenger

For those who have no Internet access and/or no e-mail, the distribution method will stay
the same: you will receive a colour print-out by air/surface mail as you did in the past.

To those who answered the question in number 5 (whether they would be ready to carry
part of the cost then envisaged) in the positive: Thank you very much! We have found a
way where we can share without the need of burdening you with a cost, but your ready-
ness to help continue our Newsletter is appreciated as well.

In the future everybody can freely access the uploaded numbers of the Newsletter but the
notification service will be limited to the members of the Study Circle. So joining us still
has some advantage.

Rules and Regulations

All articles in the Newsletter carrying the name of an author are the sole responsibility of
this author and should not be taken to represent the common opinion of the Study Circle.
Such articles are, if not marked otherwise, copyrighted by the respective author. Free use
within the Study Circle is granted.

Participation in the Study Circle is not bound to a formal membership and does not include
the duty to pay a membership fee. There is a moral obligation to support the Newsletter
from time to time by sending some article, some interesting piece of information, some
question, some answer or whatever.

We will “print” everything even only loosely connected with our subject of interest so any
contribution is certainly welcome. Please send it (as a Word 2000 document, graphical
elements in JPEG, 300 dpi) to our editor’s e-mail address (kb@aatc.at). His postal address,
if you would need it, is:

 Dr. Helmut Kobelbauer
 Untergrossau 81, A-8261 Sinabelkirchen, Austria / Europe

http://www.docstoc.com/collection/128/The-Sub-Carpathian-Messenger
mailto:kb@aatc.at
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Helmut Kobelbauer
Transliteration from Cyrillic (Ukrainian) to Roman letters

Transliteration is a tricky business and is much less standardized than what one might ex-
pect. Under the nice title “Common systems for romanizing Ukrainian” one finds (on the
English wikipedia) eight different possibilities, some of them adapted for certain national
languages, others with some scientific or international background.

We have decided to use the BGN/PCGN system which is quite near to the British translite-
ration but is using Roman letters exclusively. It is also (with one exception) identical to the
Ukrainian National system.

Cyrillic Roman Cyrillic Roman Cyrillic Roman

a Ï ï i, yi f
b i, y kh
v k ts
h l ch
g m sh
d n shch
e o iu, yu

ie, ye p ia, ya
zh r
z s
y t (1)

I i i u (2)

(1) In our approach, the “soft sign” is transliterated as an apostrophe (‘) if in the middle of
a word or is ignored at the end of the word.
(2) In our approach, the “hard sign” is treated the same as a “soft sign”. I am told that in
Ukrainian it is normally not used.

Where two possibilities are given — like “ia, ya” for “ ”, the first one is used within a
word or at the end of a word and the second only at the beginning of a word.

To give a few examples:
The name of the main town is transliterated as Uzhhorod; the other one is -

which becomes Mukacheve.

Just for completeness:
The Russian characters “Ë ë” are transliterated as “io, yo” and the characters “ ” as “y”.

We apologize if we have chosen a transliteration method which is at odds with your own
preferences. Please be aware (as we are) that in such matters there is no “right” and
“wrong” because all our respective decisions are based purely on convention.

If you think that a different transliteration would be more convenient, do not hesitate to
send us a respective proposal. We would only ask not to propose the so-called scientific
notation which uses a lot of hard-to-enter characters like  and others. Not exactly
convenient for fast editing, you know.
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Helmut Kobelbauer
New books on old places

In comparison with other regions of similar natural beauty and political inconstancy, the
Sub-Carpathians have generated just a small amount of descriptive literature. From my
collection of picture postcards and (odd) books I have – from time to time – taken a picture
or a text to illustrate some aspect of this remote area (and will continue to do so).

I am really happy that we start now to have more and more sources from the region itself;
especially on the Internet the Ukrainians are very productive.

One such voice is that of our friend and member Oleksandr Vasyl ovych (for short: Alex)
Popovych who has published a 114 page book on »Old and new place names in Trans-
carpathia« just a few months ago. Written in Ukrainian and including a full translation to
German, it covers the complete spectrum of peoples and languages who have over time
settled here. From the 9th century to the present situation Alex gives an astonishing
amount of historical detail and a good overview of all the political and national deve-
lopments. Printed in Uzhhorod in 500 pieces, I am sure that this nice book will quickly sell
out so I recommend everyone interested in this particular area to quickly get his or her
copy – send me an e-mail and I will forward Alex’ postal address.
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Two other books are, I am sorry to report, already out of print. Nevertheless I want to pre-
sent them here (having secured my copies with the help of Alex) because by good luck one
or the other may come up occasionally in the book market.

Oleksandr Voloshyn has a really extensive collection of picture postcards from this region,
far more extensive than mine (I am told he has about 10,000 cards). In 2003 he published a
first book « (Uzhhorod in ancient picture postcards) and
continued in 2004 with « (Mukachevo in ancient picture
postcards), the later being in Ukrainian and Hungarian.

The title pages of the two books by Oleksandr Voloshyn

With these beautiful books he is helping us enormously – you will see copies from his books
(with proper reference, of course) in future issues of our Newsletter — not to steal from
him or violate his copyright but to encourage him (and others like him) to produce such
valuable documents which allow an insight into the past and presence of the Sub-Carpa-
thians.

It would be unfair to conclude this presentation without mentioning the »Carpatho-Rusyn
Studies«, a series of Annotated Bibliographies by Paul Robert Magocsi. Volume III, cover-
ing the years 1995 to 1999, was published 2006 (East European Monographs, Columbia
University Press, New York) and we can probably expect volume IV (for 2000 to 2004) in
the near future. Prof. Magocsi in the United States is certainly the foremost authority on
the political and cultural development of the Rusyns (or Ruthenians), especially in the 18th

to 20th centuries. He defines the purpose of his work as: “The object of the bibliography is
to record with relatively brief annotations books, pamphlets, and articles that deal with all
aspects of Carpatho-Rusyn culture in the European homeland as well as in other parts of
Europe and North America where Carpatho-Rusyns live”. Going through this bibliography, I
am always overwhelmed by the breadth of his approach and by the sheer number of publi-
cations touching on even the remotest aspect of our interest.
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Helmut Kobelbauer
Censorship during the Romanian Occupation 1919 and 1920

The south-eastern part of the Sub-Carpathians was occupied by Romanian troops from April
1919 to October 1920; the few postal pieces documented were mostly censored in Sighet.

The earliest source on Romanian censorship after the First World War is the classical book
»Die Postzensur« from Karl Kurt Wolter (München, 1965). In the volume I („Vorzeit, Früh-
zeit und Neuzeit (bis 1939)”) of his handbook and catalogue he gives a very first list of cen-
sorship marks:

Fig. 1: Excerpt from Wolter, »Die Postzensur«, vol. I, page 135

For us the mark #5 from the occupied Hungarian areas is of interest; Wolter describes it as
a two-liner with the text „Cenzura Romana | Maramures Siglet“ in blue, and his valuation
was (in 1965) 30 points. Including some compensation for the monetary inflation, this
would come to approximately 8 Euro – a clear indication that censorship material has much
gained in interest over the years since his groundbreaking book.

The „Siglet” should, of course, be „Sighet” – this was either a typographical error in the
production of the book or a misreading of the censorship mark. And „Sighet” is the old
(short) name for the town of Máramarossziget. (Both Mára and Maros are local rivers which
have given the Máramaros county its name.)

The other quite early source on the Romanian censorship is the handbook/catalogue by
Mircea Telegu  and Horst Thielk under the title »Postzensuren in Rumänien 1913 – 1950«
(second edition, 1995). They have been the pioneers for the specific area of Romanian
censorship. (Horst Thielk is also very well known for his book on the military censorship of
civil mail in the Habsburg empire during the First World War.) On pages 109 and 110 they
show three censorship markings used in Sighet, i .e. Máramarossziget (in Hungarian) resp.
Sighetul Marma iei (in Romanian):
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Fig. 2: Excerpt from Telegu /Thielk, »Postzensuren in Rumänien 1913 - 1950«, page 109

Fig. 2a: op. cit., page 110

The number after „Wp” (in German: Wertpunkte) gives an estimated value in points where
one point at that time was equivalent to 1,00 DEM (approx. 0,50 EUR). The marking 45.1 is
known only from February 1919 and therefore is certainly too early for our purposes; the
marking 45.2 would apply and the marking 45.3 is given with the remark „Time of use not
known”. We shall see later that this marking was used only after the Romanians had with-
drawn the majority of their armed forces from the Sub-Carpathians.

A quite recent and valuable book is „Cenzura Po tal  Militar  în România 1914 – 1940” by
Ing. C lin Marinescu (Bucarest, 2004). Written completely in Romanian, it gives very de-
tailed information on the structure and stamps of the respective censorship commissions.
On page 151 he lists the number (and functions) of the censors in Sighetul Marma iei:

Date Number Distribution on functions

March 30, 1919 13 1 newspapers, 7 mail, 3 telegrams and
telephone, 2 railway station

April 16, 1919 12 7 mail, 3 telegrams, 2 railway station
May 15, 1919 16 1 head, 1 supervisor, 2 newspapers,

4 telegrams and telephone, 7 mail, 1 clerk
May 19, 1919 14 1 head, 1 supervisor, 2 newspapers,

4 telegrams and telephone, 6 mail
June 24, 1919 15 1 head, 1 supervisor, 2 newspapers,

3 telegrams and telephone, 7 mail, 1 clerk
September 7, 1919 17 n.a.
(1920) n.a. n.a.
April 1, 1921 10 n.a.
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And on page 177 he shows the stamps used by the censors in this town and gives detailed
information on them:

Fig. 3: Excerpt from Marinescu, »Cenzura Po tal  Militar
în România 1914 – 1940«, page 177

The head line sub nr. 69 means „Stamps used at the censor station in Sighetul Marma iei”,
the colours in column 6 are V=violet and N=black. For our purposes the stamps 69.3 to 69.5
are of special interest.

Fig. 4: Excerpt from Horváth, »Kárpátaljai postatörténeti füzetek 3«, page 25
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And the most current list can be found in number 3 of Lajos Horváth’s series of booklets on
the postal history of the Kárpátalja with the title »Hucul köztársaság, nyugat-ukránok és
ideiglenes román megszállás 1918-1921« (Hutsul republic, West-Ukrainian and temporary
Romanian occupation 1918-1921), published 2007 in Nyírtelek.

The title is again „Stamps of Romanian censors in Máramarossziget 1919-1920”, the first
column means „Text of the stamp”, the second „place where it was found”, and the third
„time of use”. The word „után” means after or later than. (No, I don’t speak Hungarian –
but a proper dictionary is always a good friend.) The names given are those of collectors –
you will recognize Simády and T-T; Voloncs Gábor and Miroslav Bachratý are still active.

Enough of literature references — let us go to relevant pieces of postal history:

Fig. 5: Photocard, Nagybocskó, February 4, 1919, to Vienna

The shown piece is a photocard written January 25,
1919 and sent from Nagybocskó to Vienna. The text
(in German) is:

„Lieber Franz

Hier sende ich Dir eine fesche Ruthenin. Ich überlasse
es Dir, mit Ihr zu spinnen, von mir aus auch ein
Liebesverhältnis. Es grüßt Dich Deine Mutter“

Translated:
„Dear Franz

I am sending to You a pretty Ruthenian. I leave it to
You to weave with her, if You want, weave a loving
relationship. Greetings from Your mother”

And the sender gives her address as „bei R. Larasch,
Nagy Ibacsko, […] Fabrik, Ungarn”, so obviously she
could not write the name of the place correctly and
worked in some local factory.

Fig. 5a: Front side of photocard
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This card is interesting because it is from the four months of the Hungarian republic before
the Red Guard took over (in March 1919). We see that this card from Nagybocskó to Vienna
did not go the “old” postal route (through Ungvár) because Czech troops had occupied the
Western part of the area, but went through Romania and was censored in Máramarossziget.
(Please excuse that I am using here the Hungarian place names – this was a period of
transition, and only the Treaties of Saint Germain and later Trianon settled the many open
border questions.)

The Hungarian tariff is, of course, still valid – 10f for the postcard. The stamps used are
the „old” ones from the harvesters’ issue of 1913, not those overprinted (still in 1918) with
the text „KÖZTÁRSASÁG” (Republic). But the 10 fillér have been paid by stamps of low de-
nomination which may be a hint that even in the Sub-Carpathians some stamps have be-
come sparse or unavailable.

I cannot show a piece with the censorship stamp „Cenzura Romana | Maramures-Sighet”
because I have never seen one. And my trials to get in contact with Voloncs Gábor until
now have not been successful.

But I can show the (also quite elusive) third censorship stamp – rather some official seal of
the censorship commission:

Fig. 6: Registered letter, Huszt, September 22, 1919, to Técs  (and back to Huszt)

The apparent tariff (80 fillér) is still a bit of a riddle but I will come back to this question
in a moment.

This stamp is referenced in the Horváth booklet as being from September 28, 1919 but this
is not correct. It is really from September 22.

The next one is a two-liner „Cenzurat Romana | M. M. – Sziget” which can be seen on some
registered letters (see fig. 7). The explanation for this letter you can find in Jan Verleg`s
monography on page 61b. The Romanian censorship stamp was applied before December
22, 1919.
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Fig. 7: Letter from Nagybánya to Eger, forwarded as a registered letter through Taraczk z,
with manual cancellation December 22, 1919 (collection of Jan Verleg)

The fifth one is again a two-liner with the text „Cenzurat oficial | Sighet M. ………….” and
was shown on a registered letter from Aknaszlatina to Debrecen (December 26, 1919) in
my article in the „Sub-Carpathian Messenger” #001 (page 13). Please check there.

This last letter is franked with 40 bani (a horizontal strip of four overprinted Hungarian
stamps). It is known that the registration fee was 25 bani; therefore the „normal” letter
must be paid by 15 bani. This was confirmed by copies from a book on Romanian postal
tariffs (also written by Ing. Marinescu). Rex A. Dixon was so kind to send me these copies.

But what about the 80 fillér that we saw a moment ago for the same purpose? Well, the
secret lies in the exchange rate between the Hungarian and Romanian currencies. Although
(for postal exchange) they were 1:1 for quite some time, effective July 1, 1919 the Hunga-
rian stamps (in fillér and koruna) as far as used in the areas occupied by and under admini-
stration of Romania were devalued by a factor of two, i. e. from this date on the 80 fillér
were worth only 40 bani. So everything is completely correct.

This currency rate is also the explanation for the curious treatment of the card pictured on
page 61 of Jan Verleg’s book. This card carried a 10 fillér stamp and was sent from Nagy-
szöll s to Debrecen on July 20, 1919. Because the 10 fillér corresponded to 5 bani only,
and the tariff for a card was 10 bani, 5 bani were missing; the postage due was twice the
missing amount, so equal to 10 bani, which corresponded to 20 fillér again. This is why the
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card carries a 20 fillér postage due stamp. (Contrary to what Jan surmised, the postal ex-
change between Hungary and Romania was NOT based on the exterior rates.)

For the last censorship stamp I can show the original for the copy on page 26 of Lajos Hor-
váth’s booklet. This one is on a card sent from Rahó to Prague, the stamp used being a 20h
of the Czechoslovak Hradcany issue. This stamp was cancelled July 12, 1920, still with the
old Hungarian canceller. (Horváth gives the date of Rahó coming again under Czechoslovak
administration as July 26, 1920 but does not explain this obvious discrepancy.)

Fig. 8: Card from Rahó, July 12, 1920, to Prague (collection of Miroslav Bachratý)

So we have the (actual) „overall” list for the Romanian censorship marks from Sighet:

# Text of censorship stamp Size (mm) Colour Reported

1 CENZURAT in SIGHE T 57 x 3,5 violet Kobelbauer: 04.02.1919;
Marinescu: 02.1919;
Telegu -Thielk: 02.1919;
Voloncs: >28.01.1919

2 Cenzura Romana | Maramures-Sighet 69 x 13 black,
blue

Marinescu: 02.1919;
Voloncs: 12.02.1919;
Wolter: no date

3 CENZURAT OFICIUL | SIGHETUL MARMATIEI 33,5 black Marinescu: 04—05.1919;
Simády: 22.09.1919

4 Cenzurat Romana | M. M.-Sziget n.a. red Marinescu: 09.1919;
Simády: <22.12.1919

5 Cenzurat oficial | Sighet. M. ………………… 49 x 12 violet Horváth: 05.01.1920;
Horváth: >15.02.1920;
Kobelbauer: 26.12.1919;
Marinescu: 12.1919;
Telegu -Thielk: 12.1919

6 CENZURAT. Sighet, la ______19 | _______ |
cenzor.

48 x 24 violet Bachratý: 12.07.1920;
Horváth: 31.03.1920;
Marinescu: 05.1920—
06.1921;
Telegu -Thielk: no date

To be continued in due time
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Helmut Kobelbauer
Meeting at the Hungarian-Polish Border in March 1939  continued

As was really to be expected, I have found an-
other memorial card from the meeting of the
armed forces of Hungary and Poland at the
(then) common border mid of March 1939. This
card was offered at the auction of the Hunga-
rian Philatelic Society of Great Britain (HPSGB)
and by good luck my bid was high enough.
Well, to be more exact, I got it for the call –
there was no other bid.

I think it curious that even after the publica-
tion in the „Sub-Carpathian Messenger” #001
there is not much interest in these cards. But
why complain? I still like them.

The pictured card is of the UZSOK variety and
is addressed to Manchester in England. It was
franked with three pieces of the 2f „Famous
Hungarians” issue of 1932 and was cancelled
with a TPO „MAGYAR KIRÁLYI | MOZGÓPOSTA”
from the line  „-72T” with date „939 VI. 30.”

Since Karl Endrödi from the (German) „Arbeits-
gemeinschaft Ungarn“ has drawn my attention
to the fact that there is a landscape type
version (see below) of the Uzsok card #2, the
current count is three cards from Verecke and
four cards from Uzsok.

From www.vatera.hu - the Hungarian equivalent of eBay (no, I didn’t get this one - J)

http://www.vatera.hu
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From Karl I also got the name of the officer from the Hungarian
Armed Forces who was in charge of the whole operation: It was
Major-General Littay András, born August 15th, 1884, in Szabad-
ka (now Subotica in Serbia) and in 1939 Commander-in-Chief of
the entire Hungarian forces. He left this world on July 21th,
1967, in Melbourne (Australia), having fled from Hungary in
1945. On the left you see him in his gala uniform.

By the way, the soldiers shown in winter camouflage and on
skis are the Polish ones, not the Hungarian. I am sorry for my
misinterpretation. It is true that the northern slopes of the Car-
pathians are quite flat so they can be managed on skis whereas
the southern side in most cases is rather too steep (with the ex-
ception of the Verecke saddle).

I think I have been misled because skiing was a very active (and prospering) touristic enter-
tainment in the Sub-Carpathians from the late 1920s on. (You see, one thing leads to
another, and then another, and so on …)

Picture postcard with the famous hotel „Sport” in Uzsok

One of the most famous hotels in this region was the hotel „Sport” in Uzsok, 895 metres
above mean sea level, with a lot of guests both in the summer and
winter seasons. Tønnes Ore in his contribution in the „Sub-Carpa-
thian Messenger” #002 has shown a card with a (weak) mark from
this hotel.

The violet mark on the right side is a bit more legible; it shows the
text „SPORT SZÁLLODA – UZSOK – MAGYAR LENGYEL HATÁR” [Hotel
SPORT – Uzsok – Hungarian-Polish Border]. I know at least two
other marks from this hotel with a similar text, both from the
same period of time.
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A better impression of the hotel and its surroundings is given by the following picture post-
card:

Hotel “Sport” in Uzsok and the wooded range in its vicinity

The post office in Uzsok was opened only March 1, 1866 – Jan Verleg gives the number of
inhabitants as 564 [page 19 of his monograph]. It is rather difficult to find mail from this
remote place — at least before it became one of the worst battlefield grounds in the
winter of 1914/1915 where literally thousands were killed or froze to death in the cruelly
cold nights of the early months of 1915.

The following pre-paid cover (with 5 kr. for the domestic letter) and a provisional registra-
tion mark plus a 10 kr. stamp (for the registration fee) on the reverse of the letter is such
an early witness of the Uzsok post office:

Registered letter, Uzsok, May 12, 1886, to Vienna
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Reverse of this letter – transit mark Ungvár (May 14, 1886)
and arrival mark of Vienna (May 16, 1886)

Before 1918 Uzsok was only a “border” station between the Hungarian and the Galician
part of the Habsburg Monarchy; later it was at the border between the Czechoslovak Re-
public and Poland, and then between Hungary and Poland on the common border. After
1945 it became again a very remote place – only the railway line leading from Uzhhorod to
L’viv ( ) (historically also called Lemberg) gave it some gleam of importance.

Today you can cross here from the Transcarpathian to the L’viv district of the Ukraine:

There is still a border control on the Uzhok pass …


